CAMP 709
MÜHLEBERGKASERNE ASSEMBLY CENTER - ELLWANGEN (JAGST)

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION

TO: UNRRA Bureau of Documents and Tracing
    Württemberg-Baden Branch
    2 Herastrasse STUTTGART
FROM: DATE 6. December 1946

SUBJECT: Death Certificates.

With reference to your letter of the 29th ult., requesting us to
send you in duplicate Death Certificates for:

   a) Heranczuk Apaunas
   b) Holowczuk Mykola

we wish to point out that on the 19th November we forwarded to you 1 Death-
Certificate for each of these persons.

In order to comply with your request, we are now enclosing a second
Death Certificate for the two persons mentioned above.

[Signature]
C.S. Jackson
Deputy Director
Camp 709
Assembly Center Ellwangen (Jagst)